
REVISED UNIFORM ARBITRATION ACT

Issue

Should the State Bar of Mrchigan support for adoption in Michigan the Revised Uniform Arbitration
Act (R.UAA) as dtafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
(IJLC) and supported with amendment by the Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State
Bar of Michigan?

Synopsis

This act revises the Uniform Ârbitration Act of 1956, adopted in 49 jurisdictions. The primary
pulpose of the act is to advance arbitration as a desirable alternative to litigation. A revision is
necessary at this time in light of the ever-increasing use of arbitration and the developments of the
law in this area.

The RUA,A. is approved by the American Bar Association; endorsed by the Âmedcan Arbitration
Association, National Academy of Arbitators, and National Arbitration Forum. It has been adopted
in Alaska, Colorado, District of Columbia, Flawaü, Nevada, NewJersey, New Mexico, North
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, and Washington.
lFound online at htto:/ /rvww.nccusl.orslUodate/.)

The Alternative Dispute Resolution Section of the State Bar of Michigan suppott the RUA,{, as

revised by the Uniform Law Commissioners in 2000 v¡ith the following amendment:

Amend Section 21 of the RUAA as follows: 2'l(a) An arbitrator may not award punitive
damages or other exemplary relief unless such award is authorized by statute in a civil action
involving the sarne claim and the evidence produced at the hearing justiFres the award under
the legal standards otherwise applicable to the claim. 21,(e) If an arbitrator awards punitive
damages or other exemplary relief under subsection (a), the arbitator shall specify in the
award the stâtutory and factual basis justifying and authorizing the award and state separately
the amount of punitive damages or other exemplary relief.

The ULC accepts the amendment.

Background

The full text of the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act is online at
http: / /wwrv.law.upenn.cdu /bll/archives /ulc/uarba /arbitrat121 3.pdf.

The following information is provided by the ULC:
The Uniform Law Commissioners promulgated the original Uniform,trbitration Act in 1955. It is
the law in 49 

f 
urisdictions, and the Federal Arbitration ,{.ct contains many similar provisions. In

short, the Uniform Act is the fundamental substance of the law governing agreements to arbitrate in
the law of the United States, currently.

The 1955 Uniform Arbitration Act does two fundamental things. First, it reverses the common law
rule that denied enforcement of a contract provision requfuing arbitration of disputes befote thete is

an actual dispute. ,A.fter a real dispute arises, the parties have always been able to agree to arbitrate. It
is agreeing to arbitrate in anticipation of any possible disputes that the coÍünon law prohibited.
Second, the 1955 Uniform Arbitration Act provides some basic procedures fot the conduct of an



atbitration. The Uniform Act does not mandate arbitration of any dispute. Its function is to let
Persons determine whether or not they want to use arbitration by agreement.

,A.rbitration is the origrnal "alternative dispute resolution" or "Â.DR" mechanism made legitimate
undet A.merican law. It is alternative to a judicial proceeding to resolve a dispute. Arbitration has
traditionally been a means of resolving disputes when issues are specialized and technical. These
kinds of disputes require specialist resolution and there is no desfue for damage awards like those
awarded by a court of law. A typical example is an arbit¡ation that allocates costs of defects in a

building project belween architects, contractors and property owners. Arbitrators are chosen by the
parties with construction expertise to determine responsibility for defects. The arbitration is
conducted quickly. It is free of the constraints of court-room procedure, and may be tailored to
adducing evidence for the speciFrc kind of dispute. The parties all have a strong desire to avoid
litigation and are normally satisFred with the results of arbitration. Construction disputes have been
regularþ resolved by arbitration for a long period of time.

However, provisions calling for arbitration occur in all kinds of contracts as the burgeoning caseload
has slowed the civil justice process in the courts and as the costs of lawsuits have risen dramatically.
Âs the atbitration process has been more utilized for resolving disputes that have ttaditionally been
resolved by litigation, it has become clear that the limited procedural provisions of the Uniform
Arbitration Act are no longer adequate. For that reason, the ULC has now promulgated a next
genetation state arbitration act, the 2000 Uniform Arbiuation Act.

The 2000 Uniform Arbitration Act continues to authorize agreements to arbitrate disputes before
they arise. Howevet, the ptocedural side of arbitration is greatly augmented to meet modern needs. It
deals with procedutal issues not addtessed in the 1955 Act. The effect should be more efficient and
fair arbitrations as ân alternative to litigation than is the case under the 1955 Act. The 1955 Act was a

great advance in ,A.merican law. The objective of the 2000 Act is to make the contribution of the
1955 Act even greater.

The 2000 Uniform Act has been drafted, also, against the signihcant and preemptive presence of the
Federal Ârbittation Act. The federal act applies to arbitration provisions in private contracts. The
Federal Arbitrauon Act encoutages arbitration as an alternative to litigation. Thetefore, any state law
that limits the availability of arbitration risks failure as a matter of federal preemption. Although there
is not complete agreement about the relationship betrveen federal and state law on certain specific
issues, the 2000 Uniform Act is drafted to avoid preempüon.

It is impossible to cover all the provisions in this important revision of a seminal uniform act. SufFtce

it to say that the revisions are an effort to provide more certainty in arbitration proceedings, to deal

with pteemption problems and to answer issues raised in the case law since 1955. There are many
new provisions.

The 2000 Uniform,\rbitration Âct expressly provides that it is a default act. Most of its provisions
may be varied or waived by contract. There are certain provisions that may not be waived or varied.
These include the basic rule that an agreement to submit a dispute to arbit¡ation is valid; the rules

that govern disclosure of facts by a neutral arbitrator; the rules guaranteeing enforcement or appeal

of the act, an arbitration âgreement or an arbitration decision in a court; or, the standards for
vacating an award. Declaring the default nalure of the act is important because patties to an

agreement may choose between federal or state law to govern their arbitration, notwithstanding the

preemptive effect of federal law. Also, restrictions on waiving or varying certain statutory
requirements are important to protect patties to these agreements.



The 2000 Uniform Act specifitcally allows a court to order provisional remedies dudng the course of
an arbitration before an arbitrator is selected. The 1955 Uniform A.ct has no such provision. This
ptevents parties frorn delaying the selection of an arbitrator in order to delay ptoceedings and
dissipate the effect o[ an arbitration award. An arbitrator, when selected, also has an express power
to order provisional remedies, a power not expressly grrren in the 1955 Uniform r\ct. .A.n arbitrator
has the same powers as a court has in a judicial proceeding.

The 2000 Unifotm Âct allows consolidation of separate arbitration proceedings, a matter that was
never contemplated in the 1955 Uniform Act. The existence of multiple parties, multiple agreemefits
and complex litigation has rnade the issue of consolidation of arbitration actions very important.
Courts have varied ovet consolidation. The 2000 Uniform Act expressly allows and governs
consolidation.

The 1955 Unifotm Act allows an award to be vacated because of an arbitrator's partiality - lack of
neuttality. It does not speciltcally require disclosure of any interest that may give rise to a question of
neuttality. The 2000 Uniform Act specifically addresses disclosure of known facts that give rise to
questions of neuttality. Such facts include a financial or personal interest in the outcome of the
arbitration proceeding or an existing or past relationship with a party. The lack of disclosure, itself,
may be a ground for vacating an award, and thete is a ptesumption of partiality when non-disclosure
occurs. Upon disclosure, a party has the opportunity to object to the appointment of an arbitrator
intended to be neutral. If there is no objection, that may affect the ability to raise partiality as a

ground for vacating an award. These provisions provide substantial express protection to parties to
an arbitration proceeding that simply are not a patt of the 1955 Uniform Act.

A crucial issue in arbitrations is the express immunity of arbitrators from civil liability. It is not an
issue addressed in the 1955 Uniform Act, but is important to impartial a¡d fak proceedings. An
atbittator who expects or fears a lawsuit simply because of a decision, cannot be counted upon to act

fairly or competently. The 2000 Uniform Âct provides arbitrators with immunity ftom civil liability
"to the same extent as a judge of a court of this State acting in a judicial capacity."

A.n arbitrator under the 2000 Uniform Act may conduct the arbitration in such manner as the
atbitrator considers appropriate to the fair and expeditious disposition of the proceeding. This
express authority does not 

^ppe 
r in the 1955 Uniform Act. The 1955 Uniform Act ptovides for

subpoena of witnesses, and for depositions. Under the 2000 Uniform Act, an arbittatot also has the
express power to make summary dispositions of claims or issues under appropriate procedures, to
hold pre-arbitration proceeding meetings or to use any other discovery process (any process that
adduces relevant evidence for the proceeding) applicable to tesolution of the dispute. These

provisions put arbitrâtors on the same level as judges in a judicial proceeding with respect to
discovery of evidence.

The 2000 Uniform Act expressly permits an arbitrator to give punitive damages or other exemplary

relief, "if such an award is authorized by law in a civil action involving the same claim." -A.ttorney's

fees may be awarded under the same standard. The 1955 Uniform.Act does not expressly address

either issue, but the case law has establ-ished the power to awatd punitive damages in most
jurisdictions. The Federal Arbitration Act decisions, also, provide for punitive damages and some

states have amended the 1955 Uniform .A,ct to include attorney's fees. These new provisions Put
arbitrators on the same footing as judges in a court of law, and teflect the expansion of arbitration

into disputes traditionally resolved in courts of law.

These are some highlights of the revision to the Uniform Arbitration Act in 2000. The number of
disputes in arbitration grows yearly. The 2000 Uniform Arbitration Act responds to this growth with
better and more complete arbitration procedutes. It aligns state law with federal law, which decreases



the potential for liugation on preemption grounds. This important advance in the law of arbitration
should be enacted in all states as soon as feasible.
(Found online at httD:/,/vww.nccusl.orslUodate/.)

Why States Should Adopt the Uniform Arbitration Act (2000)

The Uniform Arbitration Act, promulgated in 1955 and the law in 49 jurisdictions, has been revised.
Over the yeats, provisions for arbitration have been utilized in all kinds of contracts, often for
resolving disputes that have traditionally been resolved by litigation. To address developments such
as this, the Unifotm Law Commissioners have promulgated the 2000 Uniform Arbitration Act.

The new 2000 Uniform Arbittation Act continues the central policy of the 1955 act of authorizing
agreements to arbitrate disputes before there is an actual dispute. The new act also goes further than
the 1955 act. It deals with the procedural side of arbit¡ation that has been greatly augmented to meet
modern needs. In addition, the new act attempts to adjust the provisions of the 7955 act to avoid
preemption by the Federal Arbitration Act.

The number of disputes in arbitration grows yeady. The 2000 Uniform Atbitration Act responds to
this gtowth with better and t¡ore complete arbitration procedures and provisions, including the
following:

Ptovisional remedies. Before selection of an arbit¡ator, a court may order provisional
remedies to protect the effectiveness of the arbitration. After an arbitratoris selected, the
arbitrator has this express pov/er.

Consolidation. An arbitrator may consolidate separate, but related, arbitration proceedings.

Default act. The act expressly becomes a default act, allowing many of its provisions to be
waived or varied by contract. However, certain necessaly provisions may not be waived or
varied in order to protect the parties to the agreement.

Ârbitrator disclosure. Before accepting appointment as an arbittator, one must disclose any
known facts that could affect his or her impartiality, such as financial or personal interests in
the outcome. Lack of this requLed disclosure may be a ground for vacating an arbitration
award.

Immunilv of arbitrator. Arbitrators have exoress immunitv from civil liabiliw to the same
extent a judge acting in his judicial capacity would be immune.

ExÞress authoritv of arbiuators durins arbitration oroceedinss. The act contains a number
of provisions intended to place arbitrators on the same level as judges. Such provisions
include giving an arbivator the express authority to make summary dispositions of claims or
issues, to use discovery processes as necessary, and to otherwise conduct proceedings as

appropdate to aid in a fa:r and expeditious disposition of the proceedings.
Punitive damages /other relief. Ârbitrators are expressly authorized to give punitive damages
or other exemplary relief when appropriate. Also, attorney's fees may be awarded
accordingly.



UNIFORMITY
The 2000 Uniform Arbitration Act continues the goal of the 1955 act to provide uniformity in law.
The 2000 Uniform,trbitration Act also goes further in providing better and more complete
atbittation procedures to meet modern needs. It aligns state law v¡ith fedetal law, which decreases the
potential for litigation on preemption grounds. It is an important advance in the law of atbitration,
which every state should adopt.
lFound online at htto: / /www.nccusl.orrtlUodate/.)

Opposition

The Consumer Law Section opposes adoption of the RUAA as proposed. The Section believes that
the RUAA, for instance, may have a negative effect on obtaining statutory attorney fees and on
consumer due process rights. The written comments of the Consumer Law Section are attached as

Exhibit.A.

The Familv Law Section suDoorts the RUAA. based on the oresumotion that the RUA,A, does not
impact, affect, or supplant the Domestic Relations Atbitration Act (DRAA). If the RUA¡. has an

impact on the DRA-A., the tramily Law Section opposes adoption of the RUAA. The written
comments of the Family Law Section are attached as Exhibit B.

Prior Action bw Renresentafive Assemblv

Referred to Special Issues Subcommittee.

Fiscal and Staffing Impact on State Bat of Michigan

None known.
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PNEPRRSO FOR THE SP¡CI¡I- ISSugs CoIr¿Ir¡Irren oF THE RnpnnssNTRTryE ASSEMBLY oF THE STATE
BARoFMICHIGAN

ByMARY A. BEDIKIANI

Executive Summa{y

The Revised Uniform Arbitration Act ["RUAA"], drafted and approved by the Uniform
Law Commission I"ULC'|, was formally approved by the House of Delegates of the American
Bar Association in August 2000. The RUAA has been endorsed by the American Arbitration
Association (national ADR service provider), the National Academy of Arbitrators (group of
prominent arbitrators), Jams/Endispute (national ADR service provider), the National
Arbitration Forum (national ADR service provider), and the Association for Conflict Resolution
(formerly, the Society of Professional in Dispute Resolution).

The objective of the RUAA is to modernize the Uniform Arbitration Act ["UAA"], which
provides for the enforceability of executory agreements to arbitrate. The UAA, approved by the
ULC in L955, has been adopted, in whole or in par! by virtually every state in the Union,
inclu ding Michi gan [19 61].2

The RUAA enhances the UAA by including important procedural protections not part of
the UAA regulatory scheme. The key protections, described more fully in the summary of
changes, include notice requirements for initiating arbitration, validating the use of electronic
records and contracts consistent with federal law, bifurcating the role of courts and arbitrators
in determining arbitrability, enabling courts to direct consolidation of proceedings in the
interest of justice, strengthening the arbitral disclosure process by requiring arbitrators to
disclose known financial interests or personal relationships that could affect impartiality,
permitting limited forms of discovery, and specifying requirements for awards of punitive
damages.

To date, the RUAA has been enacted in LL states.3

Summary of the RUAA

The original UAA, which is patterned after the Federal Arbitration Act ["FAA"] adopted
by the United States Congress in1925, is considered a "bare-bones" statute. Neither the UAA
nor the FAA has been modified since adoptiory despite the evolution and greater embrace of
arbitration, both on the state and federal levels. Gaps have been filled in by case law, which

1 Mary A. Bedikian is Professor of Law in Residence and Di¡ector of the ADR Program at Michigan State University
College of Law. She is the former District Vice-President of the American Arbitration Association 11975 - 20031 and
the former Chair of the ADR Section, State Bar of Michigan [1994].

2 MCLA SS 600.5001 et seq.; ill4S{ SS 274.5001 et seq;MCR3.602.

3 The states include: Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Oregory and Utah.

llPage:
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provides an interesting patchwork of jurisprudence, complicated by lack of uniformit¡r across
state lines. Thus, the goal of the Drafting Committee was to design a statute that would
preserve the efficiencies of arbitratiory incorporate the pertinentlaw le.g., disclosures,
discovery, immunity, judicial review], and facilitate the use of arbitration by offering uniformity
and predictability.

Noúe: The Drafting Committee did not take a position on the use of mandatory [as a
condition of doing business] arbitration agreements.

The following are considered the most important provisions of the RUAA:

Electronic Records (S.g.ction -l): The UAA was adopted at a time when virtually all
commerce was conducted through paper transactions. The RUAA provides for the use of
electronic recotds, contracts and signafures consistent with recent technological advancements
and federal law.

Initiating A¡bitration lsgc_tion 2): The UAA is silent on how to initiate arbitration. The
RUAA fills this gapby specifying notice requirements to adverse parties in arbitration.

Non-waivability of Provisions (Sg,stiç¡_{.I: The RUAA recognizes that party autonomy
may be trumped by the need to maintain some basic level of fairness. Section 4 embodies the
freedom of contract notion up to the point where varying arbitration terms may result in a
violation of applicable law. For example, Section 4 identifies provisions that parties may not
waive at all, at any time during the proceeding. These include the right to compel or stay
arbitration, the right to move to confirm or vacate an award, and the immunity rights of
arbitrators and sponsoring organizations of arbitrations.

Determinations of Arbitrability (section 6l: The UAA is silent on how the question of
who decides arbitrability and by what criteria. Section 6 makes clear that courts will determine
whether or not an agreement to arbitrate exists. An arbitrator, however, will determine
procedural issues of arbitrability, such as timeliness, and whether conditions precedents to
filing have been met. This bifurcation of function is consistent with the legal principles
enunciated in Prima Paint Corp. a. Flood €¡ Conklin Manufacturing C0.,388 U.S. 35 (1967); and re-
affirmed inBuckeye Check Cashing a. Cardegna,126S.Ct.1204 (2006).

Consolidations (SSStjçn,,[{}J: Current law is schizophrenic on the subject of when
separate arbitrations involving the same transaction may be consolidated. Federal courts
generally will not order consolidation. Section L0 of the RUAA provides a mechanism for
consolidation if a party is not prejudiced by the outcome, and the consolidation reduces time
and expense for the parties. A separate provision precludes consolidation if the parties
explicitþ provided against it in their arbitration agreement.

Arbitral Disclosure L$SçLi*I¡-1¡':LA: The RUAA provides specific disclosure obligations
requiring arbitrators to disclose known financial interests or personal relationships that could
affect their impartiality. An arbitrator's failure to a known material interest or relationship may
be used to establish "evident partrality," a ground on which a court may vacate the award.

2lPage
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Arbitral Immunity (scction ltt): The general purpose of immunity is to encourage
qualified individuals to serve as arbitrators. Section 14 of the RUAA codifies case law that
provides both arbitrators and sponsoring organizations immunity from civil liability,
tantamount to a judge. [Exceptions are those pertaining to arbitrator fraud or corruption].
Section 14 also solidifies arbitral immunity by requiring a court to award to arbitrators and
arbitration organizations attorneys' fees and reasonable litigation expenses against any person
unsuccessful in litigation.

Arbitration Process ($-!r"c.t"Le.¡f 'j$): This section preserves the parties' right to fashion
arbitration to best suit their circumstances. However, a new provision in this section authorizes
arbitrators to decide matters based on a "request for summary disposition." Parties may preclude
a case from being dismissed on summary disposition grounds by an explicit provision in their
agreement.

Discovery ls.e.c--tior-r.17): The RUAA recognizes that parties in arbitration may require
some form of evidence to advance their case. Section 17 authorizes arbitrators to order pre-
hearing discovery but to do so only when "appropiate in the circumstances, taking into account the
needs of the parties to the arbitration proceeding and other affected persons ønd the desirabitity of making
the proceeding fair, expeditious, and cost ffictiae." Section L7 also facilitates the process of securing
necessary information in an arbitration involving persons located outside the state by providing
for a single enforcement action, in the state where the arbitration occurred.

Change of Award by Arbitrators (S.Êqtion20): The RUAA permits parties to seek
clarification [in case of ambiguity or technical/computational error] directly with the arbitrator,
rather than having to petition a court to re-instate the arbitrator's authority for this purpose.

Remedies {Sec-tion.2X): Section 21 retains the general proposition that arbitrators may
award broad forms of relief. Such broad forms may exceed the type of relief a court grants.
However, under the RUAA, limits are placed on the arbitrators' remedial power to award
attorneys' fees and punitive damages. With respect to punitive damages, RUAA places further
constraints on arbitrators. An award of punitive damages may be made only where the
evidence at the arbitration hearing meets the legal standard that otherwise would apply to the
claim. As an additional safeguard, the arbitrator must specify in the award the basis in law and
fact supporting a punitive damages award, and to state such an award separately from other
grants in the award.

The Michigan ADR Section Council specifically approved the following language on
punitive damages, to substitute for the RUAA language:

'(21(î) An arbitr¿tor nla\¡ not arvartl ptrnitivc: d:tnragcs r.¡l othcr clxempltry relicf unless such
llt¡ arvattl is ¿trl:horiz<:d by sratrrfr: in rr civil a<:tir¡rr iuvolving thet s¿rnt: <:l¿irn ancl thc cvicletx:c
protluced ¡rf thc: hcarirtg iustilÏcs thr'¡ ¿rv¿rrl ur¡tlcr the lcgal stan<lnrds of:herrvisc: applicallk: t<¡ thc
clairn,
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"21(e) [f an ¿rbiff:ttor írwar(ls punitivcl tlamag¡es or othcr exemplarv tclicf undcr subsection
(a), the ârbitrrñtot shall epecifi; in thc arvard thc $t.ttutorv and f¡rctu¡rl basis iusti\,ing ancl authorizing
the av'z¡td ¿rtttl sl:alc¡ s(:pâratelv thr: ¡lurnrnf olt¡:unitivc darrragc:s <¡r <¡rh*:* cx(:ìmplíuy fclief.

Conclusion

The RUAA does not depatt from the foundational ptovisions of the UAA or the FAA.
Rathet, it includes ptovisions that were pteviously addressed by atbittators or courts on a case-by-
case basis, tesulting ín process inefficiencies, increased costs, and dispamte tesults. The RUA,{. is a
qualitatively improved statute that wíll offet atbitration panicipants enhanced ptedictability and,
ovet time, increase the national unifotmity of state arbitration legislation.

4lPage



The Consumer Law Section Council of the State Bar of Michigan has
unanimously voted to oppose the adoption of the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act
[RUAA] as it is. Perhaps modifuing it and tie-barring it with other legislation, such
as model laws proposed by the National Consumer Law Center (see

http://www.nclc.org/issues/model/legal rights.shtml#rights ) would suffice, but that
is beyond the scope of what must be decided now. Adopting the RUAA as it is would
be a decided mistake.

In fact, for the Bar to support this legislation would, in our opinion, violate
Administrative Order 2004-01, which limits the ideological positions the Bar as a
whole can take to

(A) the regulation and discipline of attorneys;
(B) the improvement of the functioning of the courts;
(C) the availability of Iegal services to society;
(D) the regulation of attorney trust accounts; and
(E) the regulation of the legal profession, including the education, the
ethics, the competency, and the integrity of the profession.

IVithout major modification, adoption of the RUAA would decrease the availability
of legal services to society, detract from the functioning of courts, harm the financial
interests of attorneys, and compromise the integrity of adjudication. How, then,
could the State Bar lawfully support it? We note that sections, as voluntary entities,
are not subject to these restrictions.

Changes to arbitration laws in Michigan are rare events. The state enacted
an arbitration statute in 1961 and has made only a few changes in the past forty-
nine years. The last change was made in 1982. Thus, if the statutory scheme were
to be replaced with an alternative, it behooves us to do it right, because the
legislature is not likely to address the issue again soon. The Revised Uniform
Arbitration Act does not address many of the issues that are critical in improving
arbitration and should not be adopted as is, especially without accompanying
legislation.

Consider the Mission Statement of the State Bar of Michigan:
The State Bar shall aid in improvements in the administration of
justice and advancements in jurisprudence, in improving relations
between the legal profession and the public, and in promoting the
interest of the legal profession in this State.

Without major modifrcations, the RUAA fails on two of these major points:

employees forced into arbitration have fewer due process rights and less
information than they would in court.

mandatory attorney awards become merely something that arbitrators may

Revised Uniform Arbitration Act

EXHIBIT A



approve and in general lessens the opportunities for persons to have legal
counsel on important matters.

Many of the changes proposed in the RUAA are reasonable. Some are truly
modernizations, as its proponents state, such as references to electronic records,
although, as in our court rules, there should be protection for persons who are not
accustomed to electronic media. The act does make some steps in the direction of
fairness but not nearly far enough. The minimal protections in the act might well
suffrce for sophisticated businesses and other persons who voluntarily agree to
arbitration, but fail to protect consumers, franchisees, and employees, who often do
not recogníze that they are committed to mandatory, binding arbitration or what
the implications are. An extreme example is nursing home admission contracts.
These contracts are generally signed quickly, under extreme duress, often by a
person suffering from delirium if not dementia.

The United States Supreme Court's reinterpretation of the Federal
Arbitration Act sixty years after it was enacted has led to a rapid increase of
arbitration and corresponding decrease in opportunities to have disputes heard in
court in consumer and employment matters, where mandatory arbitration clauses
are slipped into contracts. We realize that state laws cannot change a matter that is
subject to federal preemption, but state laws can address fundamental issues of
fairness, which are not adequately addressed in the RUAA.

The RUAA is not nearly as concerned with due process compared to courts.
For example, actual notice is not required. Notice can be sent by "action that is
reasonably necessary to inform the other person in ordinary course, whether or not
the other person acquires knowledge of the notice." Section 2. The comments
indicate that faxes and emails suffrce, presumably even for a person who has an
email account but doesn't know how to use it. This is hardly access to justice.

Court holdings produce records open to the public. Persons and their legal
representatives can learn how courts are likely to rule and this guides behavior in
general and legal strategy in particular if a dispute arises. This transparency is
lacking with arbitration. Nothing in the RUAA requires information about previous
results of arbitration to be available and it is usually not disclosed. A business that
frequently engages in arbitration with a particular arbitration company can compile
its own results. That guides the company in deciding which arbitrator to request,
presumably not one who ruled for the other side. It also guides the company in
determining the likely result of arbitration. Persons who are not likely to appear
frequently before the arbitration company, such as employees, consumers, and
franchisees, do not have that information.

There are various important concerns that are ignored in RUAA. For
example, nothing requires disclosure of arbitration costs to consumers or employees.

The RLIAA ignores the most common type of bias that may result. Parties
that do not compile their own records have no basis to determine how an arbitrator
has ruled in the past. The RUAA does have some sections about potential bias by an
arbitrator, but it ignores the possibility that the private company offering its

EXHIBff- 4 
-



services might be biased. These companies have to sell their product to businesses
that select arbitration companies in their contracts. One obvious sales pitch is that
the company is very sympathetic to the interests of the businesses that may specifu
them in contracts. This is not just a theoretical possibility.

The RUAA utterly fails to address the shocking abuses in arbitration that led
to the consent order by the National Arbitration Forum with the Minnesota
Attorney General. In part, there were financial and managerial intertwinings
between the arbitration company and one of the major debt collection agencies that
brought matters to the company. According to testimony by Stuart Rossman before
the (federal) House Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Commercial and
Administrative Law, on September 15, 2009:

The Attorney General's lawsuit was based on allegations of consumer
fraud, deceptive trade practices and false statements in advertising.
The AG alleged that the National Arbitration Forum represented to
consumers and the public that it was independent and neutral,
operated like an impartial court system, and was not affiliated with
and did not take sides between the parties, when in fact, it was closely
associated with owners of debt and advertised itself to corporations as
a particularly favorable forum for collection actions. p. 4.

This particular arbitration company no longer exists, but the RUAA has not been
amended to address bias by the company. There is nothing to prevent an analogous
problem from recurring.

RUAA requires disclosures by the individual arbitrator and not the company
itself. In fact, RUAA provides great immunity to the companies and to individual
arbitrators who fail to comply with the disclosure requirements. A person who
challenges the company may even have to pay the company's attorney fees.

SECTION 14. IMMUNITY OF ARBITRATOR; COMPETENCY TO
TESTIFY; ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS.
(a) An arbitrator or an arbitration organization acting in that capacity
is immune from civil liability to the same extent as a judge of a court of
this State acting in a judicial capacity.
(b) The immunity afforded by this section supplements any immunity
under other law.
(c) The failure of an arbitrator to make a disclosure required by Section
12 does not cause any loss of immunity under this section.
(d) In a judicial, administrative, or similar proceeding, ân arbitrator or
representative of an arbitration organization is not competent to
testifii, and may not be required to produce records as to any
statement, conduct, decision, or ruling occurring during the arbitration
proceeding, to the same extent as a judge of a court of this State acting
in a judicial capacity. This subsection does not apply:

(1) to the extent necessary to determine the claim of an
arbitrator, arbitration organization, or representative of the

ËXHIBffI--



arbitration organization against a party to the arbitration
proceeding; or
(2) to a hearing on a [motion] to vacate an award under Section
23(aX1) or (2) if the [movant] establishes prima facie that a
ground for vacating the award exists.

(e) If a person commences a civil action against an arbitrator,
arbitration organization, or representative of an arbitration
organization arising from the services ofthe arbitrator, organization,
or representative or if a person seeks to compel an arbitrator or a
representative of an arbitration organization to testifu or produce
records in violation of subsection (d), and the court decides that the
arbitrator, arbitration organizatíon, or representative of an arbitration
organization is immune from civil liability or that the arbitrator or
representative of the organization is not competent to testify, the court
shall award to the arbitrator, organization, or representative
reasonable attorney's fees and other reasonable expenses of litigation.

The act gives the same immunity that judges have without corresponding
information and recusal mechanisms. It is particularly unreasonable to consider a
sweeping change in the law that does not address the major problems that have
arisen in recent history.

RUAA is directly opposed to the economic interests of attorney who take
cases with fee-shifting provisions. Even if an award of attorney fees is mandatory
according to a statute, RUAA gives the arbitrator discretion in awarding any fees:

SECTION 21. REMEDIES; FEES AND EXPENSES OF
ARBITRATION PROCEEDING.
&) An arbitrator may award reasonable attorney's fees and other
reasonable expenses of arbitration if such an award is authorized by
law in a civil action involving the same claim or by the agreement of
the parties to the arbitration proceeding.
Any change in arbitration laws should include these greater protections at a

minimum. Ideally, any change would include much of a set of model laws on

arbitration proposed by the National Consumer Law Center, at the URL cited at the
beginning of this document. The names of the laws are

Preservation of Legal Rights
Limits on Arbitrations in Insurance Transactions
Cost Disclosures in Arbitration Agreements
Limits on Consumer Arbitration
Regulation of Arbitration Service Providers
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Report on Public Policy Position

Name of section:
Family Law Sectj.on

Contact person:
I(ent Weichmann

E-mail:
rveichmann@earttrlink. net

Regatding:
Revised Uniform Arbitration,\ct

Date position v¡as adopted:
February 6,2010

Process used to take the ideological position:
Position adopted after discussion and vote at a scheduled meeting.

Numbet of members in the decision-making body:
21,

Numbet who voted in favor and opposed to the position:
18 Voted for position
0 Voted against position
0 ,{.bstained from vote
3 Did not vote

Position:
Support and Amend.
The Family Law Section supports the Revised Uniform Arbitration r{.ct in principle, so long as it is amended to
make it clear that the Domestic Relations Arbitration Act controls for domestic relations cases, and time deadlines
in the RUAA are reconciled with the time deadlines in the DRAA.

Explanation of the position, including any recommended amendments:
The Revised Uniform Arbitration Act updates the Uniform A.rbitration Act, which was drafted in the 1950's, to try
to clari$' the arbitration process and provide more protection to arbitration clients. Arbitration in domestic relations
cases has been regulated by the Domestic Relations Arbitration Act, which contains a specifrc standard of review
for child related issues. Although MCL 600.5070 states that the DRAA controls where there is a conflict, the
RUAA introduces new provisions that are inconsistent with the DRAA, but do not specifically conflict. The RUAA
is a substantial improvement over the UAA, but we need to reconcile its provisions with those of the DRA-,\.

FAMILY LAW SECTION
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March 9,2010

Reprcsentative r\ssembly

Ply¡troudr,lvtl 48170

RÊ Rérv¿sôd Unifdr¡ Arhitration Aci

DearMrJohnson'

CIVIL PROCEDURE AND COURTS COMMITTËE

TO L5r73t6???4 P.Ø2

there hâvc beÉir
,ltt ..,i*, all ag¡ràc cr

frUutg irt gaps in the fcirnrer rrnifo¡ur act
he provisions clealing urith srrch tubject*

âs cunsolidaric¡n of: arbit , ufrelnetìts for atbitrators,
irnmuruty of zrbitratc¡rs , i and fleshinþ out û,e
arbitr¿to/s authority i¡l conduarìrrg proceedings, rvould be trelpful. So,rll Conrmirtec
tncr¡rìlots rccoinrrrc¡rd dlzrt úc Lcgislature givc scriow corrsirlçration tp the rcr¡ised
act.

But there art gome diifereqoes of viav.,s.

¡cl¿tþd disputes - ihoutd bc excluded f¡om thc stature or made subject to specral

¡rrc-,visiols applicable to such cases. C.)rhcr such câ,ses hight include healtlicare and
paid to thg poterttial prcblêms prcsettcd
ere unèqudl Uargqiiiling þositions oi'
unfait xesults, As an ¿lúetn¿rtivrè to

ptovisions ijóuld bè adopoid'$ the '

Sqtreme Cçu¡t as ¡mendments of MCR 3.602,as the qurest srautê ¡uthoti¡es thc
Court to ad.gpt +ë gîe1r{g t}rc conduct of arbieations. Sec MCL 600,5y21.
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A s'ignifica¡tt minodty of thc Comnrinee urge$ edoption of thc revised act as
Þtoposod' The¡e is,1o question that it contains significant procedwal irnpræennents
ovet the foüner r¡niform âcL The concer s elçreised by tlie rrajotíty ad cqrully
applicable to theptesent stxJulç, which 

"*p"cs.sly 
validatès pre-diipuæ atUicaUoá

lgtcements. Eack vcrsion includes thc same provisions atlo ving ihe voiding of
rttrjtmtion agrccnents on grounds that would pcrmit rsqoc¡doi of conuacÉ. n¡CI-
600.5001(2); rçisod act section 6(a). Whether to cxênT,t certein cl¡óscs of caseo f,<
so-nrcttring *rat $c lægislau*¿ mþht want to consider, Lut that ls beyorrd thc scopo

"f F: guestion belrc us at úiß pãint - rhe ¡elauve medtc of the 
".¡r*ntand the resis€d uaifqrn ac¿

I hope &ir infotmation is r¡s'eñ¡t. The Civil Procedrue and Cor¡¡ts Committer çould be happf to
ptovide any finther input úrt migþt bc helpful to the Statc Ba.t's con¡ideisdon of the rtrvhõä ec¿
If yorr hnve any qucstions, do.not heslaæ tä contact mc.
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COURTS COÌvlMITTEE

cs: Elizaboth Lyon

Sinccrcly,

FrenftJ. Gæco
Charl, State Bar Civil hocedr¡te and Couru Çorunittee
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